Points of Interest
AND Proprietary Points of Interest encompass a wide range of geolocated nodes, used in our Navigation and Digital Maps. To enrich the offer, we collaborate with several suppliers and thereby able to deliver large databases of Points of Interest, that can be fully integrated in our map databases.

**KEY FEATURES**

Points of Interest are an indispensable feature of navigation maps.

**TYPICAL USE CASES**

Point of Interest can be used for spatial analyses, geolocated services, research, route, planning and logistics, such as Road network features, Airports, Railway stations, Border crossings, Cities, villages, city districts and neighborhoods, Rest areas, toll booths, Public spaces, Industrial areas, Residential areas, Point of Interest such as restaurant, stores, service stations and more.

**DELIVERY FORMATS**

Shape (.shp/.skp/.dbf/.prj)

**PROJECTION**

The global projection system used in AND data is in decimal degrees (latitude and longitude) with WGS84 as datum, according to the ellipsoid model used for computations. The spatial reference id is EPSG:4326.

**CHARACTER SET**

The character-set used is the ANSI page code 1252 (latin1).